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Abstract:

In this research paper, mechanical behavior of the satellite carrier adapter composed of composite lattice shell is
investigated. First, geometric parameters of the composite lattice shell are analyzed. Then, the existing criteria
for choosing the fiber path definition for winding of the fibers (i.e. geodesic trajectory) are presented, and the
governing mechanical and geometric relations of the structure are derived. Later, stiffness matrix of the structure
is obtained, according to the foregoing relations. Finally, utilizing the finite element modeling of a conical lattice
shell specimen, a relative comparison is made between the results of the finite element method and the analytical
method. Analytical and numerical results obtained, indicate that the axial strain of the structure undergoes a
nonlinear reduction with the increase of the thickness and width of the ribs.
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1.

Introduction

Traditionally, lightweight metals were used as basic materials for aerospace structures, but during the last decades,
in many applications, fiber reinforced composites started to appear, promising further substantial weight savings,
as well as satisfying higher strength requirements. Due to the different mechanical behavior of these materials, new
design and analysis strategies, besides production methods had to be developed, in order to fully exploit their superior properties.
Composite lattice shells have now become a popular choice in many state of the art aerospace applications. They are
used in various structural components, such as: rocket interstages, satellite carrier adapters for spacecraft launchers, payload fairings (launch vehicle fairings), radomes, spacecraft fittings, missile motor cases, fuselage and fuel
tank components for aerial vehicles, and also parts of deployable space antennas.
The history of the lattice structures development, review of the founding studies, and analysis of design approaches
and fabrication techniques are introduced by Vasiliev et al. [1–3].
Tsai et al. [4] did one of the most comprehensive researches on lattice patterns, wherein more detailed analysis of
grid structures is included, a method for optimum design is established, and multiple loads and failure mechanism
are considered. They investigated the effects of different loadings on lattice patterns and made good comparisons
with regard to mechanical properties among lattice, sandwich and laminate structures.
Numerical optimization of annular lattice structures under axial compression is done in reference [5]. In [6] design
and optimization of laminated conical shells for buckling and maximum buckling loads has been performed. In
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this study, optimization has been exerted in two states of causing the maximum buckling load at certain weight,
and causing the minimum weight under a constant critical load.
In [7] critical buckling load is derived from the solution of the governing nonlinear partial differential equation
with different coefficients. In [8] buckling of the cylindrical lattice structure has been done, using finite element
method. The parametric finite-element buckling analyses of the anisogrid conical shells subjected to axial compression, transverse bending, pure bending, and torsion have been performed.
In [9] buckling analysis of the conical lattice shell is studied, using a numerical code, which determines basic parameters, buckling under critical axial loading, torsion moment, and bending moment.The lattice shell is modeled
asthree-dimensional frame structure composed of curvilinear ribs subject to tension/compression,bending in two
planes and torsion.
General buckling of the structure, local buckling of helical ribsand failure of helical and hoop ribs are critical cases
for the evaluation of strength of the lattice shell. In this research paper, the mechanical behavior of the lattice conical shell (satellite carrier adapter) is investigated under axial compressive loading. Based on this, first of all,the
geometric parameters of the lattice conical shell are investigated. Winding of fibers is accomplished according to
the application and the type of loading to which the lattice structure is subject, and as a result the geodesic trajectory
has been chosen for the design procedure of this structure, then the failure relations for the shell ribs are derived,
and finally using a finite element model, the results of the analytical method solution are compared with the FEM
results.

2.
2.1.

Design and analysis
Geometric Parameters

Grid stiffened structures, or otherwise known as lattice structures are the most advanced and state of the art patternsin the design of composite structures, although they have been traditionally used in classic metal structures
from a long time ago.Application of composite structures makes it possible to utilize longitudinal (fiber direction)
properties of composite materials in the different desired orientations of the structure.This fact is one of the major
characteristics of using these structural elements in structures composed of composite materials.Lattice structures
just like other structures possess geometrical variables, which matter in the design and optimization procedures.
These variables determine the configuration of the lattice structures, including: angle (φ) thickness (H ), and the
distances between ribs (a c , a h ). A sample prototype of a lattice structure with internal skin and its different parameters is shown in Fig. 1. Besides, lattice structures have different configurations, hence having different properties.
Generally these configurations can be investigated from the perspective of three different categories:
1. Properties and mechanical efficiency
2. Type of design and optimization procedure
3. Easiness of production and manufacture
Besides having potential mechanical properties, lattice structures composed of composite materials possess conspicuous characteristics, like being extremely light and bearing huge loads at the same time. Because of these characteristics, lattice structures have been increasingly used in the manufacture of airplane and satellite systems.A
prototype of spacecraft carrier adapter separately made of Aluminum and composite materials is shown in Fig. 2.
Application of the composite prototype resulted in 30 percent of weight loss, compared to the conventional metallic
prototype.Spacecraft carrier adapter has the duty of carrying the satellite and putting it into the orbit of the earth.
Utilizing composite lattice shells,as spacecraft carrier adapters, individually or together with other lower and upper shells, has led to a noticeable weight loss and strength increase. A view of the application of spacecraft carrier
adapter at the lower section of the satellite system has been portrayed in Fig. 3.

2.2.

Constraints

Composite shells designed for aerospace applications with regard to the type of their application, have limitations.
The curvature of fiber trajectory (k ) is one of the constraints, which usually plays an important role in the design of
lattice structures under axial compressive loads [6]. Regarding this fact, the following relations are derived:

k (x , T ) ¶ kmax x ∈ [0, L ]
(1)
k (x , T ) ¾ −kmax x ∈ [0, L ]
A view of flattened truncated cone configuration is shown in Fig. 4.
Regarding Eq. (1) and Fig. 1, we have:
X = Longitudinal distance of the coordinates of points on the shell surface from the smallest radius
L = Length of the cone along the surface
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Fig. 1. A view of the lattice structure with lower skin [1]

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Composite lattice shell (spacecraft carrier adapter) composed of: (a) composite, (b) metal materials [1]

k = Curvature of the trajectory
T = Angle of fiber on each distance from the apex of the cone, relative to the line passing through the apex and
tangent to the shell
Regarding Fig. 4, the angle between border â (along the length) and tangent to the fiber in each zone is shown with
φ.
Also, some of the geometric parameters used to derive the equations governing the winding of fibers are shown in
Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3. A view of the application of spacecraft carrier adapter at the lower section of a satellite system [2]

Fig. 4. A flattened truncated cone configuration [6]

Considering Fig. 5, the following parameters are defined:
r◦ = Radius of the cone small cross-section
r1 = Radius of the cone big cross-section
A = Axial length of the cone
L = Length of the tangent to the cone
α = Angle of edge of the cone relative to the axis of the cone
The angle α is achieved as:
tan α =

r1 − r◦
,
A

sinα =

r1 − r◦
L

(2)

Since, radius of the cone changes by location, therefore the radius could be expressed as a function of the variable
x.
r (x ) = r◦ + x sin α

(3)

The longitudinal coordinate of the surface of the cone s (x ) as the longitudinal distance from the vertex of the cone
to any point on its surface is defined as:
s=

r (x )
r◦
=x+
sin α
sin α

(4)
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Fig. 5. Geometry of the truncated cone [7]

Fig. 6. Three fiber paths on the flattened cone [7]

Considering the above Fig. 5 , â and cˆ are unit vectors for the longitudinal and circumferential surface directions of
the conical shell, respectively, and n̂ is also the surface normal (perpendicular unit vector to the surface of the cone)
used in the fiber path definitions.
d x = d s , r (x )d θ = s d β

2.3.

(5)

Fiber path trajectorieson the shell surface

In order to produce shells of revolution by the filament winding machine,several winding methods are used. The
winding process is carried out with regard to the application of the shell and type of loading to which the structure is
subject. Fiber placement methods in filament winding consist of three different types, namely: geodesic, constant
angle, and constant curvature. As we continue, the conventional fiber laying methods on the mandrel are investigated, and finally the appropriate method is chosen based on the most important parameter (loading). In Fig. 6 an
overview of the three fiber trajectories discussed is exhibited.
2.3.1.

Geodesic fiber path

This path is named after the name of the shortest possible path. The shortest distance between two points on the
surface of any shell of revolution,is called the geodesic path. This is in a way that, if the two points are connected
using a string,and the shell is flattened, then the curvature of the path of the string is zero.The following are the
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Fig. 7. Expanded section of the truncated conical shell

governing equations for the geodesic state [10]:
sin φ(x ) =

r◦ sin T◦ s◦ sin T◦
=
r (x )
s

(6)

where T is the fiber angle at the small side of the cone, and can vary in between −90 and +90.
As it was stated, the curvature of this path is one of the main constraints and is equal to zero [10].
k (x ) = 0
2.3.2.

(7)

Constant angle path

In the constant angle state, winding of the fibersis performed with a special rate that a fixed angle takes place all
through the path [10].

 φ(x ) = φ
(8)
d θ tan φ

=
dx
r (x )
Curvature of the trajectory is calculated as follows:
k (x ) =
2.3.3.

sin α sin φ
r (x )

(9)

Constant curvature path

Finally, a path with constant curvature is defined, so that the curvature constraint can be readily evaluated.In this
state, the equations are given below, and angle variation is obtained by the following equation [10]:


 2

r (x )2 − r◦2
s − s◦2
κ
s◦ sin T◦
r◦ sin T◦
+
=
+κ
sin φ(x ) =
r (x )
sin α
2r (x )
s
2s

(10)

Having T as the fiber angle at the small cross-section of the cone, and T1 as the fiber angle at the bigger cross-section
of the cone, curvature of the path length is defined as [10]:
κ=

r

1

r̄

sin T1 −

1
r◦
sin T◦
,
r̄
L

r̄ =

r◦ + r 1
2

(11)

Constant curvature path could be located between two or more circular ribs. According to the discussions above,
the first step is to select the best path for winding of fibers. Since the basis for the design of lattice structures is
axial compressive loading, the most important problem arising is the issues of buckling and elastic stabilityof these
structures. By these discussions, it is determined that the design of the lattice structure and eventually its manufacture, must be carried out in a state that presents the best possible strength against buckling.By the study of the
characteristics of winding of fibers, the geodesictrajectory is known to be the bestfiber winding path for the design
and analysis of lattice structures in the face of axial compressive loads. Since this fiber path has zero curvature,it has
the least sensitivity compared to the other two types of fiber paths. Therefore, taking the above descriptions into
consideration, the geodesic fiber trajectory is chosen as the fiber system for the analysis of the conical lattice shell.
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2.4.

Stiffness matrix of the lattice conical shell

Lattice structures are made of a number of helical and circular ribs. The design parameters are determined on the
basis of the location of helical and circular ribs. Some of these parameters depend on the angel of helical ribs, and
some othersnot only depend on the angle of the cone, but also depend upon the height of the structure, and by
the increase of the height, have variations with a certain rate.Because of the complexity of the geometry of conical
lattice shells, in order to initiate the design procedure, one must first investigate the effective design parameters of
the structure, which are categorized into two groups of dependent and independent parameters [11].
- Dependent parameters
Dependent parameters include: ∆ψ,φ,λ, a c , and a h .
- Independent parameters
The number of circular and helical ribs (n c , nh ) , and thickness of shell, serve as the independent parameters in the
design of conical lattice structure.
A schematic of the parameters stated here in the design of conical lattice structure, is shown in Fig. 7. In order
to derive the governing equations of the lattice conical shell structure, first some geometric parameters must be
defined. In this stage, a section of the cone is developed, and then the equations are derived.By using the geodesic
relations of the line passing through the apex of the truncated cone and the cone itself,the geodesic angle at any
point on the surface is achieved as [5]:
ρ sin φ = ρ◦ sin φ◦ = C◦ = constant

(12)

where, ρ = sinr α and r is the radius of the cone which is different at any point, and αis the angle of the line passing
through the cone and the axis of the cone. Taking derivation from (1) one has:
dφ
dρ
=−
ρ
tan φ

(13)

where ∆ψ is the angle between each two helical ribs as indicated in Fig. 7.
∆ψ =

2π sin α
nh

(14)

Geometric and finite element designs of lattice conical shell, is performed with this assumption that, the circular
ribs are located between the intersections of the helical ribs.
Considering the geometry of Fig. 7, the following equation is achieved:
γ=

∆ψ
(n c − 1)
2

(15)

Now using (12), φF is expressed as function of φ0 . Equation of φ0 is computed as follows:
φ0 = tan−1



ρF sin γ
ρF cos γ − ρ0



(16)

Geodesic angle at the bigger cross-section (φF ) is computed as follows:
φ F = φ◦ − 1

(17)

Variations of ρ versus φ are achieved by this equation:
d ρ = −C◦

cos φ
sin2 φ

dφ

(18)

Vertical space between circular and helical ribs for a cell at each row is derived according to the following equations:
a h = 2a c sin φ

(19)

R ρi +1

∆ψd ρ
ρ
(a c )i ,i +1 = − Ri φ
i +1
2d φ
φ
i
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In (20) , i indicates the number of the ribs. The negative sign in (20) means that the axis of the coordinate system
is located on the smaller cross-section. Stiffness properties of one representative cell created by a repeated pattern
represent the stiffness properties of the overall repeating structural elements. Orthotropic properties regarded for
conical shellsare along the direction of the axis. To set an example for the cylindrical shell, stiffness along the axial
direction is equal to E¯x AL , where A = 2πR H is the cross-section of the structure.
Paying attention to Fig. 7, the stiffness matrix of the cells [Q ] can be derive with due regard to the order of the ribs
[5]:

 2Eh bh
2Eh bh
0
ah c 4
ah s 2 c 2
2E b
2E b
E b
(21)
[Q ] =  a h sh2 ch2 a hhs 4h + ac c c
0  , s = sin φ, c = cos φ
2Eh bh
0
0
ah s 2 c 2
The moduli of elasticity of the helical and circular ribs are Eh , and E c , respectively. Equation (21) is derived from
the theoriesand formulations associated with the stiffness of the layer and fiber properties. Properties of the equal
stiffness along the axial direction are derived from the relation below [5]:


2
1 q11 q22 − q12
¯
Ex =
(22)
H
q22
The qi j used in eqref22 are components of the stiffness matrix [Q ]. As it is seen, E¯x depends upon the angle of helical
ribs, width of ribs, and distance between helical and circular ribs.

2.5.

Stress strain relations in a conical lattice shell

In order to investigate the yielding of the ribsin the lattice conical shell, the stress strain relations are used. Considering the above-mentioned facts, the stress strain relations of the ribs are similar to isotropic materials, and conformto
HookâĂŹs law,σ = E ", and govern both local and global stresses and strains [5]:
" = " x cos2 φ + "h sin2 φ + γ x h sin φ cos φ

(23)

From the above relation, " x and "h are strains in the rib and circumferential directions, respectively, and also γ x h is
the shear strain. General stress in the rib direction is calculated using the two helical ribs,constricting the angle (±φ)
with respect to each other.
§
σ x = σ x Vf φ cos2 φ + σ−x Vf −φ cos2 φ
(24)
σ x = (" x cos2 φ + "h sin2 φ)2Eh Vf φ cos2 φ
Vf φ andVf h are derived from (25):

b
Vf φ = Vf −φ = ahh
bc
Vf h = Vf −h = a c

(25)

For calculation of the general stress along the circumferential direction (σh ), we have three effective parameters,two
of which depend upon the helical ribs:

σh = σφ Vf φ sin2 φ + σ−x Vf −φ sin2 φ + σh Vf φ
(26)
σh = (" x cos2 φ + "h sin2 φ)2Eh Vf φ cos2 φ + "h E c Vf φ
Accordingly, the shear stress is also becomes:
σh = (2Eh Vf φ cos2 φsin2 φ)γ x h

3.
3.1.

(27)

Results and discussion
Investigation of geometric variations of the lattice conical shell

In order to design the fiber path for the helical and hoop ribs of the lattice conical shell, it is necessary to derive
the geodesic angles of the helical ribsat the big and small cross-sections, and also the height position of the lattice
shell. From (16), (17) and (20), so as to design the lattice conical shell,general dimensions,including: height, bigger
cross-section, smaller cross-section, as well as the apex angle of the cone must be determined.The diameters of
the bigger and small cross-sections are: 2500 mm, and 1250 mm, respectively, and the apex angle is supposed to
be: 34.7Âřdegrees. Now, considering the geometric specifications of the cone, variations of the geodesic angle at its
different height locations of the cone,and the number of hoop ribs are specified. With regard to the previous relations
stated above, variations of the geodesic angle atthe bigger and smaller cross-sections,versus the increase of the
height of the cone and increase of the number of the hoop ribs,have been shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. As
it is noticed, with the increase of the height of the cone,geodesic angles undergo changes and decrease non-linearly.
Also, with the increase of the number of the number of hoop ribs under equal geometric conditions, geodesic angles
decrease at each cross-section. Results indicate that with the increase of the number of hoop ribs, variations of the
geodesic angle at the bigger cross-section have more inclination in their decrease with respect to the smaller crosssection.
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Fig. 8. Variations of φF versus ρρF◦

Fig. 9. Variations of φ◦ versus ρρF◦

3.2.

Finite element model

With due regard to the dependent and independent parameters of the geometry of the lattice conical shell, the
design of its finite element model is presented. Noticing the total geometry of the lattice conical shell, from Fig. 8
and Fig. 9, the geodesic angle is determinedat any height location. One can perform the design of the lattice conical
shell by finding these angles.The finite element model created is a wire model, and Timoshenko’s beam element,
has been used for meshing the structure, as in Fig. 10. The use of the beam element for the analysis of the lattice
conical shell is assessed in [1].Also, from the point of view of the geometric specifications of the lattice conical shell,
this type of element (beam type) is evaluated as the most proper element for performing the analysis, as in Fig. 11.
Geometric specifications of the lattice conical shell are summarized in Table 1. Also, properties of the materials
used in the lattice conical shell are included in Table 2.

3.3. Comparison of analytical results and numerical results for the investigation of the behavior of lattice conical shell
For the finding the distribution of stress and strain in the lattice conical shell under compressive axial loading, the
stiffness matrix of the shell has to be found first. The stiffness matrix in circumferential, axial, and tangent to the
surface directions is achievable according to Eqs. (20) and (21). Following this procedure, distribution of stress and
strain in different sections of the lattice conical shell in the three stated directions is investigated.By deriving the

Table 1. Geometric parameters of the lattice conical shell studied
nc
5.75
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nh
4

αf
18

α0
33.44

H

(m m)
15.98

bc

(m m)
53

bh

(m m )
10
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Fig. 10. Finite element model of the lattice conical shell, made by ABAQUS software

Fig. 11. A schematic of the beam element used in finite element analysis

equivalent stiffness matrix, one can achieve the strain of the structure with regard to the distribution of axial compression. A compressive load equal to 1 megaNewton is applied to the small cross-section. Afterwards, investigation
of the average variations of the axial strain of the lattice conical shell is carried out by means of the finite element
analysis with due regard to the variations of the width and thickness of ribs.
3.3.1. Strain distribution in helical ribs versus width variations of the shell using analytical and numerical
methods
Distribution of strain using analytical and numerical methods for the lattice conical shell is shown in Fig. 12. Results
indicate that by the increase of the thickness of helical and circumferential ribs, the strain induced in the lattice
conical shell decreases non-linearly. Also, with the increase of the thickness,the discrepancy between analytical
and numerical results increases and this increase indicates the decrease of the accuracy of the beam element in
theimplementation of the finite element analysis. For this shortcoming, one must use other types of element like
the three dimensional solid element. A schematic of the finite element analysis of the lattice conical shell with the
dimensions (thickness of 18 mm and width of 5.75 mm) is presented in Fig. 13.
3.3.2. Strain distribution in helical ribs versus thickness variations of the shell using analytical and numerical
methods
Fig. 4 demonstrates a view of strain variations of the lattice conical shell in the axial direction versus variations of
the thickness of circumferential and helical ribs.Results indicate that the strain induced in the lattice conical shell
decreases non-linearly with the increase of the thickness of the circumferential and helical ribs.

Table 2. Properties of the materials used in the lattice conical shell
Eh

(G P a )
1410

σ̄h

(M P a )
64

mh

K g /m 3
1450



Ec

(G P a )
350

mc

K g /m 3
80
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Fig. 12. Comparison of analytical and finite element methods for the strain induced in the lattice conical shell under axial
compression with variation of the thickness of ribs

Fig. 13. A plot of the strain of the lattice conical shell in the axial direction

Fig. 14. Comparison of analytical and finite element methods for the strain induced in the lattice conical shell under axial
compression with variations of the width of ribs

4.

Conclusion

In order to design the lattice conical shell, the best fiber path trajectory for winding of fibers has to be chosen.
Geodesic trajectory is known to be the best fiber path for increasing the strength of the lattice conical shell structures
in the face of axial compressive loads. Therefore, all the equations are derived on the basis of the geodesic fiber
path. The distance between circular ribs plays the most important role in the design of the lattice conical shell.
This parameter also depends upon the geodesic angles at different height sections of the cone. Comparison of
the analytical and finite element analyses of the axial strain variations for the lattice conical shell, versus increase
of the thickness and width under compressive loads,indicates that the analytical method according to the derived
equations for evaluation of the strain of the lattice conical shell, are of high accuracy. In addition to this, with the
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increase of the thickness and width of the helical and circular ribs, the strain induced in the lattice conical shell
structure is reduced. Also, analytical results indicate that with the increase of the thickness and width of the circular
and helical ribs, other elements like the three dimensional solid and shell elements have to be used.
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